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Chairman’s Message 
By K.C. Strawmyre 
 

Greetings MAC members, 

As I am writing this article for our Signal Seeker, our states 

are starting to come out of the lockdown caused by the 

Coronavirus.  Each of the states that encompass the area of 

the Mid-Atlantic chapter have had similar requirements for 

reopening, but it will probably be a few more months until 

things can get back to a new normal.  I’m sure masks and 

social distancing will be here for a while.  I hope everyone 

has been safe and is following their local government 

suggestions. 

Something new that came out of the stay at home orders is 

that MAC presented a virtual tech session on C2 Chassis 

Judging.  Many thanks to Patricia Kropac for organizing and 

conducting this event.  The presentation was fantastic and 

there was a great response to the event.  This is something 

we can look forward to having again.  Thanks again Patricia! 

Hopefully, we can get some local events planned for early 

fall, I know everyone is itching to get their cars on the road 

with fellow owners, having a nice drive and enjoyable 

company. 

We are currently planning our fall membership meeting and 

I wanted to get the word out to our members that we are always looking for volunteers to fill 

our positions within the organization.  Please don’t be afraid to volunteer, I guarantee that if 

you need any help, we have plenty of members who have done the position in the past and 

would be more than happy to answer your questions and provide guidance. 
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One-Hundred Fifty 1968 Corvettes in a Single Purchase 
by Tom Vollrath 

During the first two weeks of March of their 

senior year, the West Point 1968 Class took 

delivery of 150 brand new Corvettes from A 

& C Chevrolet.  At the time, these soon to be 

2nd Lieutenants were focused on their new 

Corvettes and not necessarily the uniqueness 

of the process that they were a part of.  The 

perspective of time has shown a purchase of 

this magnitude to be an extremely unique 

and exciting event. 

During the 1960’s, cadets were restricted from owning a 

vehicle until March of their First Class (Senior) year.  Even 

then they were not allowed to drive their cars off-post 

(campus) until Spring Leave (vacation) in late March.  

Each year a New Car Committee comprised of members 

of the graduating class evaluated various dealerships, 

selecting a preferred dealer to represent each vehicle 

make. 

For many years A & C Chevrolet of Fort Montgomery, 

N.Y., located several miles south of the West Point main 

gate, was the preferred 

Chevrolet dealer.  Both Mr. 

Allard and Mr. Chiarella (A 

& C Chevrolet) were well 

versed in this yearly 

tradition and took great pride in providing the Academy’s 

young men with the Corvettes that they had dreamed of. 

For almost three years the members of the Class of 1968 had 

tracked rumors of a ‘new’ Corvette with hints ranging from a 

rear engine to new ‘coke bottle’ design.  This new generation 

Corvette failed to materialize in 1967 but then during that 

summer renderings and pictures of the 1968 model started to 

appear. 

Simply breathtaking!  A & C didn’t have a single new Corvette to display but the sales 

brochure captured the hearts of 150 cadets. 
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The factory price (+ shipping to A & C) for a 

base convertible was $4,426 and a coupe 

$4,769.  A & C gave the cadets a 20% 

discount on the factory costs which along 

with the fact that a cadet could obtain a car 

loan with only a signature made the dream 

purchase even more irresistible.  The 

majority of these Cadets completed a sales 

contract that weekend, no deposit required. 

By November A & C had received several of the new 

Corvettes and would bring one on-post for test 

drives.  Monday – Friday there was a two-hour 

window in the late afternoon when a prospective 

purchaser could get in line and await his turn for a 

short on-post test drive with the A & C salesman.  In 

late January, A & C started to receive the newly built 

Corvettes and parked them at their dealership.  They 

would inform the cadet that his car had arrived and 

that it was available for inspection but not to drive. 

Finally, starting the first week of March, A 

& C began delivering ~20 Corvettes a day 

to an on-post parking lot.  This lot was just 

above the football stadium and 

approximately a mile uphill climb from the 

barracks. 

A & C had already obtained a New York 

state registration for each vehicle and the 

sale was completed outside in the lot. 

  

The annual West Point car show was held on 

October 27–28, 1967 in the garrison motor pool. 

Car Show Order Form, Oct 27, 1967 
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The required military post registration was also completed on 

the spot with the Provost Marshall.  A & C kept a mechanic 

available for any punch list items that could be taken care of 

in the stadium lot.  For the next several weeks the new 

Corvettes could only be driven on-post under the close 

supervision of the MPs and of course at night they were all 

parked unattended in the stadium lot. 

Finally, on the afternoon of March 21st Spring Leave arrived, 

the diving limits were lifted, and 150 brand new Corvettes 

headed out into the ‘real’ world.  During the months of April 

and May, scenes of multiple Corvettes were a common sight 

in and around West Point as were weekend trips to NYC.  The 

Class of 1968 graduated on June 5th and their 150 Corvettes 

were scattered to the four corners of the U.S., some even 

being shipped overseas. 

 

  

A&C Motor Vehicle Registration Log (March 1968, page 24) 
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A & C Chevrolet continued to support 

the Corps of Cadets until 1982 when the 

dealership was sold.  For many years, 

they had maintained annual books of all 

their vehicle sales invoices and other 

records such as the registration logs.  

Unfortunately, these records were lost 

with the passage of time, two changes of 

ownership and a building remodeling. 

The world has turned over many times 

since that long-ago Spring on the 

Hudson River, but the 150 Corvettes are 

still an indelible part of the shared history 

of the 1968 West Point Class. 

The safari yellow convertible on the left is 

still with its original cadet, Joe Henry now 

in Colorado.  I took my '68 coupe (2nd 

from left in photo) to Panama with me on my first assignment and ended up selling it to a 

local.  Joe and I were in the same Company at West Point and he supplied me with the sales 

documents that are pictured above. 

  

A & C invoice book, Sep 1965 – Aug 1966 
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The Way it Was 
Editor’s Note:  This is a reminder of how nice it is to get together at our MAC events. 

Our beginning of the year events from the last two years. 

Tech and Judging at Zip Corvette in Mechanicsville, VA 

2018 – After the technical presentations serious 

activities began with the Top Flight judging of Bill 

Powers’ original and rather unique Le Mans Blue, 

1969 Corvette Stingray sports coupe which he has 

owned for 16 years and is powered by a standard 350 

ci., 300 HP engine. Bill’s unrestored Corvette was the 

114th unit to come off the assembly line out of a 

total production run of 121 cars on September 2, 

1968, the first day of production for the 1969 model 

Corvette. Being an early 1969 model, it was built with 

a number of parts and components that are typically found on 1968 models, including a 4 

speed transmission and a Posi traction differential that reflect 1968 part numbers. 

Additionally, there are no build dates on the trim tab or cast into the engine block. Those 

facts alone qualify Bill’s Corvette as “unique”. 

2019 – Chuck Berge led the Flight judging process for two cars, both ’66 convertibles, owned 

by Martin Puckett and Chuck Coryell.  Both cars were driven to the event, and Martin was 

presented the ribbon for the car driven the farthest distance, from Fairfax, VA. 

Chuck Coryell and Martin Puckett received a Third Flight and Second Flight ribbons. 
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Tech and Judging at Jack Evans Chevrolet in Front Royal, VA 

2018 – Three cars were flight judged at Jack Evans Chevrolet in Front Royal: 

-Top Flight - 1963 Riverside Red 300hp Coupe owned by Tom & Sheryl Vollrath 

-Top Flight - 1964 Daytona Blue 300hp Coupe owned by Scott Juergens 

-2nd Flight - 1969 Monaco Orange 350hp Convertible Hardtop owned by Joe & Jessica Byrd 

Scott Juergens and Joe & Jessica Byrd are new MAC members. (Welcome!!!) Scott’s 1964 

Coupe is an heirloom he restored with help from his father and that work earned a Top Flight 

on his first attempt. After a long search, Joe & Jessica recently purchased their eye-catching 

orange 1969. 

They had it judged as part of Joe's plan to determine what changes he would be making to 

the car.  Tom & Sheryl Vollrath are well known to many of you, both active for years in MAC. 

Tom has been working on this stunning red 1963 Coupe for quite a while, and all that hard 

work is obvious to everyone who sees it. 
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2019 – MAC's second Judging Session and School for 2019 was conducted on May 4th and 

was conducted at and hosted by Jack Evans Chevrolet in Front Royal, Virginia.  Approximately 

40 MAC members attended the event which included opening remarks by our Chair, Jim 

Board, a Concours Judging training session that was presented by our Judging Chair, Patricia 

Kropac, a preview of the new MAC website presented by Ed Szeliga, the MAC Treasurer and 

future "Interim" chapter webmaster and, lunch courtesy of our generous host. 

Three members' cars were presented for judging: Reese Burgoyne's 1967 convertible in the 

Concours Modified Class; Richard Work's 1959 Corvette, also in the Concours Modified Class 

and Gary Dukeman's 1968 Corvette in Flight Class.  Reese's and Richard's cars earned the top 

"427" award for their class, while Gary's car earned Top Flight honors. 

2020 Calendar of Events 

Events/dates may change due to Covid-19 considerations 

Aug 27-30 (Thu-Sun) Corvettes at Carlisle, Hospitality Tent – Carlisle, PA 

Sep 12 (Sat) Corvette Day at Sully Historic Site - Charity Event, Chantilly, VA 

Sep 26 (Sat) Tech Seminar/Judging Sch & Meet – Turner Chevy, Harrisburg, PA 

Oct 17 (Sat) Corvette Row Host Club at Rockville Antique Car Show – Rockville, MD 

Nov 7 (Sat) Annual Meeting – location TBD 
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2020 MAC Board of Directors 
 

Elected Officers 

Chairman K.C. Strawmyre 

Vice Chairman Jim Moxley 

Treasurer Don Harris 

Secretary Tom Doi 

Judging Chair Patricia Kropac 

 

Regional Directors 

Northeastern Gil Dickens 

Southeastern Jerry Duffey 

Southwestern Bob Baird 

Northwestern Ron Wilson 

 

Appointed Board Members 

Membership Manager Reese Burgoyne 

Signal Seeker Editor Reese Burgoyne 

Charitable Activities Sue Strawmyre 

Historian John Carpenter 

Nat’l Corvette Museum John Carpenter 

NCRS Chapter Awards Rep Don Hooper 

Property Manager Bob Baird 

Technical Advisor Mike McCagh 

Website Manager Wayne Welch 
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Tech Talk: How to Restore an OPP Booklet 
by Tom Vollrath 

 

A pristine Owner Protection Plan (OPP) booklet can be purchased on eBay for somewhere 

north of $300.  At that price it should contain all of its original blank maintenance coupons 

but more than likely the Owner Identification page has been filled out with an owner, vehicle 

and date that does not match your corvette.  An alternative is to purchase a well-used OPP 

for ~$20 (or even better yet the original worn-out OPP in your glovebox) and restore it.  

Common household digital tools like your cell phone camera and computer make this a 

straight forward restoration project. 

Just about any cell phone that isn't a pure budget 

handset is likely to also have an 8MP or better 

camera which is more than enough for capturing 

.jpg images of OPP pages for printing.  Today’s 

average home computer has the processing and 

graphics horsepower to run a photo editing 

software package like Adobe Photoshop or Corel 

PaintShop which is key to an OPP restoration.  If 

you don’t want to take your restored pages to the 

local Staples for printing, a digital printer / scanner 

will be required as well.  Lastly, a rotary trimmer 

(aka paper cutter) is needed for both precise 

straight edge cuts and perforated (tear out) cuts.  

The Carl RT-200 pictured here is just one of many 

that can do the job.  If the restoration involves 

reproduction of multiple pages in the same book, 

Staples can cut them all simultaneously with a 

press cutter for a book smooth edge. 
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There are numerous sources for the pages that can be used to rebuild a restored OPP.  Paper 

pages from original OPP’s are preferable and there is often the need to obtain several (aka 

donor) OPP’s to assemble one good set of pages.  Identical OPP’s were commonly used for 

multiple models (e.g. Chevelle, Chevy II, Corvair and Corvette) and a used non-Corvette OPP 

usually commands a much lower price.  Also, prior and following year OPP’s sometimes 

utilized identical pages.  For example, the difference between a 1963 and 1964 numbered 

Recommended Guardian Maintenance Service coupon can only be detected after a 

prolonged close examination.  The tools mentioned above make it possible to also source 

needed pages from photos or even the internet.  The Perspective Correction function of 

photo editing is one of the essential functions that enables turning softcopies into printable 

OPP pages. 

The following examples help illustrate the generic process knowing that each OPP restoration 

will present unique challenges. 

1. The pictured OPP cover was missing half of its 

front and rear cover and was purchased for $15 

however its interior pages were in good shape and 

formed the framework for the restored OPP. 

a. An image of a pristine front and rear cover 

was obtained from the internet.  Remember 

that many of the OPP pages have 

information printed on both the front and 

rear of the page.  The front cover of the 

1963 OPP is a good example. 

b. The image went into the photo editing 

processor where its perspective was 

adjusted and sized, the background color 

was corrected, and blemishes were 

removed.  By enlarging the image to pixel 

level, any blemish can be removed without worrying about “coloring between the 

lines”.  When sizing the page, it is a good idea to oversize by ~1/16” to allow for 

aligning printing of the front and back on the same sheet of paper and cutting 

without leaving a telltale color edge mark. 

c. Printing was done using a standard file folder which closely matched the texture 

and thickness of the original cover. 

d. The entire booklet was end stapled carefully aligning the new staples with the old 

holes.  Finally, colored masking tape closely matching the original color and texture 

was used to bind the entire booklet. 
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2. The first two 1963 Recommended Guardian Maintenance Service coupons had been used 

so the entire page was replaced with the unused page from a 1964 donor booklet. 

 

3. A rebuild of the Owner Identification page will probably 

be a part of any restoration. 

a. Separate images of the front and back of the 

original page were scanned into the computer 

and sent to the photo editing program. 

b. The filled-in owner identification information 

was then removed, and the blank lines restored 

as needed.  This is a bit tedious but the ability to 

enlarge the image to individual pixels make it a 

very straight forward process. 

c. Printing was done, front and back, on a single 

sheet of white paper which replicated the texture 

and thickness of the interior pages. 
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Tech Talk: Fiberglass Repair 
By Ed Szeliga 

I am not a “body & fender” guy and probably like most Corvette owners, I have little 

experience working with fiberglass.  That said, I recently had success in “removing” two 

unwanted 3/8-inch diameter holes in the firewall of my ’64 convertible and I decided to share 

what I learned.  Granted, it is not rocket science and I am sure that many readers will consider 

this a “novice” operation, I could not agree more.  But, if you have never attempted a small 

fiberglass repair please continue to read, you might find the information of some value.  

The offending holes in my firewall that I needed to eradicate 

were drilled by a previous owner (P/O).  They were needed to 

secure a very incorrect after market power brake vacuum 

booster to what was originally a non-power brake car.  The 

holes aligned with the two vertical brackets which are 

attached to the back of the vacuum booster (Figure 1).  The 

P/O also used the original non-power brake master cylinder 

(MC), which is identical to a power brake MC except for the 

presence of a bleeder valve. 

My goal was to return the car back to its original non-power 

brake configuration.  The process that I used is suitable for 

filling small holes or the repair of fiberglass in obscure areas, 

like on the firewall.  I don’t recommend using this process on 

exterior body panels.  Figure 2 is looking towards the firewall 

from under the hood (master cylinder is removed in this picture).  Figure 3 is a close-up of 

the well in front of the windshield that is normally covered with the fresh-air grill. 

  

Figure 1 

Figure 3 Figure 2 
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The first step in the repair process was to “patch” or fill the holes with a thin rigid material.  I 

had some 3/32” thick clear plastic laying around that was perfect for the job because I could 

easily shape it and it was slightly thinner than the fiberglass in the firewall.  Using a Dremel, I 

cut and shaped two circular pieces that were just about 3/8” in diameter.  I force-fitted the 

plastic filler pieces into the holes and put a few dabs of Super Glue around the edges to fix 

them in place.  The next step was to apply a “filler” material over the plastic patches that 

could be sanded smooth and painted.  I was looking for a material that was easy to prepare, 

work with and strong.  J-B Weld satisfied those requirements.  I mixed a small batch and 

applied it with a small blade to both sides of each plastic patch. 

I sanded down the cured J-B Weld the next day, but experienced two things I did not expect; 

1) The J-B Weld “shrunk” when it cured leaving a small divot over the plastic patches – it 

would require a second application to raise the patch to the level of the adjacent fiberglass 

and 2) J-B Weld cures slowly, it runs like thick honey before it totally hardens – so there were 

several ugly ¾ inch long runs that required more sanding than I planned on.  A second 

application of J-B Weld resolved the “divots” and waiting an hour or so until it began to get 

hard eliminated the run problem.  I sanded the surfaces again after it cured and then applied 

two coats of SEM Trim Black # 39143 from a rattle can.  Figure 4 shows the final result. 

This was an easy fix and the process I used can be 

applied to fill unwanted small holes or make repairs in 

other areas.   After I finished this project I needed to 

“bond” a wire clip to its proper location in the engine 

compartment.  This bonding thing was a first for me 

too.  My internet research indicated that the strongest 

bonding material available, based on consumer 

surveys, is a Permatex product called Steel Weld Epoxy.  

It is a two-part product that comes in a dispenser 

identical to what J-B Weld uses. 

Why am I telling you this?  Because this stuff is 

FANTASTIC – it looks like and behaves just like J-B Weld, in all respects except one.  It sets 

really fast.  “Working time” after the two ingredients are mixed is about 5 minutes.  It won’t 

run even if you apply it to a horizontal surface upside down and it totally cures in about an 

hour, very little waiting.  You can sand it, drill it, paint it, whatever.  I would have used it 

instead of J-B Weld if I knew about it. 

That’s it.  If you have any questions feel free to contact me, edszeliga@comcast.net. 

  

Figure 4 
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Membership Matters 
by Reese Burgoyne 

I am pleased to report that as of June 1st, our Mid-

Atlantic Chapter has 170 members.  Although MAC 

and NCRS have been “quiet” so far this year, our 

members realize the value of staying connected to a 

local chapter.  Please take advantage of future virtual 

events. 

 

Please welcome new member: 

Steve Thompson Cumberland, MD 

 

The NCRS.org website simplifies renewals.  Not only 

can you renew your NCRS membership, but you can 

also renew your MAC membership as well. 

Keep in mind that your NCRS membership is a 

requirement for being a MAC member.  Your NCRS 

membership expires on the last day of the month you 

initially joined NCRS; however, your MAC membership 

expires each year on December 31st.  You should 

receive several email reminders from NCRS.  You also 

have the option of renewing NCRS and MAC 

memberships for 2 years.  I usually renew my MAC 

membership at the same time I renew my NCRS 

membership (for me in Sept). 

The MAC membership renewal form is included later in 

this newsletter.  It provides instruction on renewing via 

form as well as through the NCRS website. 

 

 

Glove Box Brochures are available at MAC events and 

may also be obtained by contacting the Editor. 

  

Glove Box Brochure 
 

 

You’re at a car show, parade or 

even in a store parking lot. 

Someone approaches you with a 

big smile on their face.  They tell 

you they love your Corvette and 

want to know about it: 

• What year is it? 

• How long have you owned it? 

• Are you in a club? 

You have just sparked a memory! 

Many future Corvette owners 

and future NCRS/MAC members 

begin just like this. 

Rather than exchanging email 

addresses so you can get back to 

them later, reach in your glove 

box and give them this brochure. 

Once opened, it has a full NCRS 

page of offerings, services and 

publications.  On the flip side, an 

introductory MAC message and 

links to web services for both 

NCRS and MAC. 
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How to Get Published 

You don’t have to create a novel. An article for Signal Seeker is all it takes. 

Few subjects are taboo. A short paragraph for “Tech 

Tips” or a “Did you know?” blurb works great. 

Have you found a great road to ride or have you 

discovered what not to do when working on your 

restoration? Feel free to send a small article about a 

small project or a large article about a large project or 

even a large article about a small project!  

Pictures are always welcome with stories. If you haven’t 

got the time or desire to write an article, send an 

outline. I’ll write the story and send it to you for your 

review & blessing and you get the byline and the 

credit. 

Remember, another MAC member is facing an issue 

like you did and your help will be appreciated more 

than you can imagine. 

Your Signal Seeker Editor, Reese Burgoyne 

 

 

 

Issue Articles Due Publish Date 

Spring 2020 February 29th March 15th 

Summer 2020 May 31st June 15th 

Fall 2020 August 31st September 15th 

Winter 2020 November 30th December 15th 
 

Don’t forget that all issues of the Signal Seeker are available on our website: 

 

https://www.ncrsmac.org/Signal-Seeker 
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Tech Talk: Big Block Swap (Part 1) 
by C.J. Schoepe 

It all began simply enough.  The slow drip of engine oil down the center of the bell housing 

maintenance cover onto the garage floor was making me crazy.  I was confident that the 

cause of the drip was the failure of the two piece rear main seal.  After all, it had been part of 

the engine since 1983 and it was now early 2019 so a progressive failure was not totally 

unexpected and was exhibiting all the typical symptoms.  Fortunately, I had purchased a four 

post lift the previous summer so replacing the rear main seal was now within the scope of my 

shade tree mechanic skill set. 

The decision was made to do the replacement in early April 2019.  The new seal was 

purchased, the car was lifted, oil drained and the oil pan and filter were removed.  I was lucky 

to have my good friend and multiple C2 owner Don H. come over to help me.  After 

removing the old seal and installing the new seal, we were getting ready to put the oil pan 

back on when it happened.  Antifreeze was dripping down onto Don's head and neck from 

inside the depths of the engine as we stood beneath the car.  Not a good sign.  A closer look 

with a strong flashlight showed antifreeze slowly running down along the inside of the #5 

cylinder wall.  This likely meant that there was a split in the cylinder wall somewhere above 

the piston skirt or it was a blown head gasket leaking into the #5 cylinder. 

All work was halted on the engine itself until we could arrange to do a leak down test on the 

engine for a blown head gasket and then a separate dye test of the #5 cylinder wall and head 

above it to confirm a split or crack in either location.  A few months earlier we had removed 

both side exhaust pipes and the exhaust manifolds for cleaning and painting, so this was a 
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good time to stop.  We had discovered previously that on a big block engine,  in order to 

remove the driver's side exhaust manifold, we first needed to remove the clutch cross shaft 

(aka the bell crank) and take the exhaust manifold out from underneath the car.   The 

passenger side exhaust manifold is much easier to remove and is lifted out from the top. 

My engine is a 396 cubic inch 4 bolt main block from a 1969 Chevelle passenger car and had 

been installed during the winter of 1982/83 by me and two of my friends.  Those were the 

years when I had a lot more hair than money so to save a buck or two, I bought a rough used 

block which no one else really wanted.  I had the block sleeved in at least two (possibly three) 

cylinders and then bored out to 427 cubic inches at the machine shop which left paper thin 

cylinder walls (at that time, I had not a clue or a care).  The engine always ran hot; sometimes 

scary hot but I was young and clueless and figured that this was inherent to driving a big 

block and I just needed to learn how to deal with the heat. 

In late May 2019, John B., an automotive engineer and friend of Don's was kind enough to 

come over and conduct a leak down test for the head gasket which was then followed by the 

dye test of the #5 cylinder wall and the head above it a few weeks later. 

The leak down test showed no blown head gasket 

and the dye test conducted in early June showed 

no cracks in the heads but did reveal a one inch 

crack halfway down the #5 cylinder wall.  The 

options then became 1) to repair the block by 

having the bad cylinder sleeved, 2) buying a 

"correct for the car" 1967 4 bolt 3904351 block or 

3) buying a new 427 crate engine.  I wrestled with 

the decision for several more months before I 

finally decided to pull the trigger and place an 

order in early August for a new ZZ427/480 horse 

motor from a GM Performance dealer based in Green Bay Wisconsin. 

After the definitive dye test in early June, I knew that I needed to pull the motor and 

transmission as soon as possible to give me time to clean and detail the engine compartment 

and transmission tunnel prior to the new engine going in.  Don again came over and helped 

me to remove the hood leaving the hinges bolted to the inner fenders.  I had already 

removed the air cleaner, carburetors, fuel lines and accelerator linkage, intake, distributor, 

coil, plugs and wires, valve covers and both heads in preparation for the dye testing so there 

was not a lot more to remove on the top side of the motor.  We continued with draining the 

remainder of the coolant, pulling off the alternator, fan, water pump, heater hoses, pulleys 

and the power steering pump and lines.  Then came the fan shroud and radiator pulled 

together as one unit shortly after the lower radiator hose had been removed. 
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Finally, it was time to move back underneath the car and complete the items along the 

transmission tunnel and under the engine.  We removed the backup light switch and wiring 

well as disconnected all three shift levers from the side of the transmission.  Since the car was 

a 67, it had the shifter bracket mounted to the frame so we just bungee corded the shifter 

linkage arms out of the way to the left side of the transmission tunnel and left the remainder 

of the shifter in place still bolted in its bracket and sticking up through the console. 

Then with the correct size plastic transmission plug in hand, we removed the driveshaft yoke 

and driveshaft and quickly plugged the back end of the transmission to avoid any leakage. 

The battery had long been 

disconnected so Don and I 

worked to remove the starter 

and all of its related wiring 

including the battery cables 

along with the short rubber 

section of fuel line from the 

frame rail to the fuel pump.  We 

decided to leave the radiator 

core support installed to avoid 

potential twisting of the front 

end and having to re-align 

things later as a result.  Some 

would argue that there also was 

no need to pull the transmission 

either since it was practically new (less than 900 miles on it) but it is much easier in my 

opinion to pull the transmission at the same time as the engine than separate one from the 

other for an individual removal and I really wanted full access to the transmission tunnel for 

cleaning and detailing. 

Prior to the engine being pulled on July 24th, I acquired an engine lift together with an engine 

leveler bar and extra chains, bolts and washers to attach the engine to the lift.  The big day 

arrived and 6 of my friends showed up to help.  We pushed the car off the lift and then 

partially into another garage bay where the lift, with the boom extended was set up and 

waiting.  Once the car was partway under the lift the leveler chains were attached to the block 

and we began to lift just enough to take the pressure off the engine mount bolts.  The bolts 

were then quickly slipped out from the motor mounts and the lift continued.  As the engine 

rose, we used the leveler to tilt the front of the motor upward and the tail of the transmission 

down.  Finally, all parts of the engine and transmission were clear of the body and we pushed 

the body back out of the garage bay and lowered the old engine to the ground.  The car was 

then pushed back in front of its original bay where it was cable ratcheted back on to the four 

post lift. We were done with the removal. 
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It had been 36 years since we had put the old engine in the car and multiple layers of dirt and 

grease had built up in inaccessible areas around the engine bay. Finally, with full access to the 

engine bay and transmission tunnel, my focus was to clean everything thoroughly and 

repaint as necessary.  First, I removed the wiper motor and sent it away to be restored and 

then took the voltage regulator from the driver's side fender well.  Next came hours and 

hours of cleaning using lacquer thinner and paper towels.  Finally when everything had been 

cleaned I did a final wipe down with SX330 Acryli-Clean wax and grease remover of 

everything to be painted and then used SEM 61023 Semi-Gloss Black paint to re-spray the 

metal pieces (A arms, frame) and SEM 39143 Trim Black paint on the fender wells and fire 

wall areas.  Everything turned out beautifully.  [See the Fall edition for Part 2] 
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Tech Talk: 1957 Racer Project (Carlisle or Bust) 
By Bob Baird 

Despite my “day job,” I am determined to have my #73/97 1957 Spicer/Yeakel Corvette race 

car at Carlisle unless the Kung Flu cancels it out!!  I am restoring it to "as-raced" at the August 

1966 Riverside six-hour Enduro. 

I have installation of the roll bar “as-raced” 

scheduled, although I am taking the liberty of 

making it a wee bit higher so the roll bar will 

protect the driver's head instead of the driver’s 

head protecting the roll bar!!  It will be one piece 

from the outsides of the driver seat back to the 

outside of the passenger seat back and will have a 

forward brace from each side to the frame below 

the outside front of each seat bottom.  The muffler 

shop is the next stop to have 2.5-inch straight 

pipes installed.  After that, it will be just putting on trim and interior pieces, and the 73 BP 

lettering that I reproduced.  Finally!!!  Whew!!!  Once the 73 and BP are on, it will start looking 

like the car it is. 

I took it for a ride in the driveway a 

couple of days ago and I was no less 

than astounded at how cool it stayed.  I 

got back to the shop entrance and let it 

continue running.  I had thought the Oil 

temp gauge wasn’t working, but it was 

just that it had never gotten past the 

140°lower peg!  It made it to 160°.  The 

water temp made it to 130° before I shut 

it off.  It has a 1962 radiator and 

overflow tank setup, but a lot of other 

Corvettes do, too.  I attribute the low 

temps to the seven-blade 1959 a/c 

Cadillac fan which looks like a 45° pitch – way more than the five-blade one at maybe 30°.  It 

sucks air like a wind tunnel! 
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If you look closely at the dash picture, you 

will see that the steering column has been 

cut down four inches. 

The center fill is a 1961-62 37-gallon 

fiberglass tank that I had John Pinacchio, 

who works for Kevin Mackay, reproduce for 

me.  You can also see in the pics that the top 

rear piece of each seat back is gone, cut off 

because the seats would otherwise not push 

back with the big tank in the way. 

Fred loaned his 37-gallon SCR-2 tank to the 

car for the August 1966 Riverside Enduro, 

where they came in First in Class and 

Second Overall, beating out even big-block 

Stingrays!!  Unfortunately, Fred never got 

his tank back.  Richard Fortier sold it to 

Mike Ernst who traded it for one like in the 

picture for his Gulf Race Car and that tank, I 

believe, is back in an SR-2. 

The wind screen is exactly as Bob Spicer 

and Larry Leedy made it.  I replaced the 

plexiglass since someone had spilled 

solvent on it.  The aluminum frame is as 

they did it.  I only painted the footer 

brackets to match the Polo White of the 

car.  The black screws will be replaced 

with cad once I have my next round of 

plating done. 

A heater duct thingy was added to the driver side and 

a duct run from that to the FI intake. 

You can probably guess what the “filter” is! 
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AACA Museum Special Display 
By Bill Sangrey 

“Yeah, It’s Got a Hemi” begins September 12th at the Antique Automobile Club 

of America Museum Hershey, PA. and will feature a wide range of automobiles 

powered by “hemi” engines; classic, vintage and newer, passenger and race cars, 

domestic and foreign made, sports and muscle cars. “Hemi” engines range from 

flat head, to pushrod overhead valve, and to single and double overhead cam. 

And let’s not forget motorcycles – many are hemis.  You’ll see them all! 

 

The display will include a 6-

cylinder, air cooled 911 

Porsche, an XKE Jag and a Saab 

Model 96.  Did you know that 

Agent 007 James Bond drove a 

hemi? Yes, Aston Martin DB 4, 5 

and 6s, the Shelby Cobra 

predecessor AC Bristol, late 

1930s BMW 328s, Twin Cam 

MGs, Daimler 2.5 Liter V8s plus 

many others are all hemis. 

Webster’s dictionary defines 

“hemi” as “half”. Thus “hemispherical” means half a sphere. In engine design 

“hemisphere” refers to the shape of the fuel-air mixture combustion chamber. 

While most are not truly half a sphere the cylinder head design of a “hemi” will 

be at least a portion of a sphere. 

You’ll see the true “hemi" Ford 427 cubic inch SOHC “Cammer” and the 

“SemiHemi” Boss 429 Mustang. A 4.6L DOHC Cobra Mustang and 1 of 4 

“factory” IMSA Taurus SHOs, all exhibit “hemi” engine design aspects, will be in 

the display as well as an “Ardun” overhead valve conversion flat head Ford V8. 

The valve train and the “hemi” head, designed by Arkus Duntov, the Corvette’s 

“father”, of that engine is very similar to the 1st and 2nd generation Chrysler 

hemispherical head and valve train. 
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The Museum display will include ‘50s, ‘60s and early ‘70s Chrysler, Dodges, 

Desotos and Plymouths powered by “hemi” engines and hemi powered race 

cars. Complete engines, cutaway engines and heads from many of the 

manufactures mentioned above will answer the question “What makes it a 

Hemi?” Cylinder heads will be displayed with specific cars to illustrate what 

makes that car’s engine a “hemi”.  The display will run until April 25, 2021. 

For more information check www.aacamuseum.org or call 717-566-7100. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

How to Print Your NCRS Membership Card 

• Log on to www.NCRS.org with your User ID and Password 

• At the top, select SERVICES and then Print Membership Card 

• Select the PRINT button near the bottom of the screen 

 

The card is best printed on card stock or on Avery 5361 laminated identification 

stock or equivalent.  Your card is handy to have when you cannot remember 

your NCRS number to sign in at meets or judging events. 

 

NOTE - The NCRS expiration date on your membership card gives you a 

reminder of when to renew your NCRS membership.  Unlike your MAC 

membership that expires at the end of each year, your NCRS membership 

expires on the last day of the month in which you originally joined NCRS. 
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Judging School Video Conference 

by Patricia Kropac 

On May 23rd, MAC held their first Judging School Video Conference. It was well attended 

with 74 attendees (25 MAC Members) from Chapters all over the United States and 

Canada. I was rather excited to present this Judging School in this format and luckily had 

attended two of this type held by the Arizona Chapter and Heart of Ohio Chapter. The 

WebEx meeting app was used to conduct the meeting and performed well for our 

purposes.  

Thanks to Gary Craig from the Arizona Chapter who acted as the "hall" monitor, we were 

able to easily handle the number of people as they connected to ensure protocols were 

met before beginning the presentation.  

The C2 Chassis Judging power point presentation [created by Gary Bennett and James 

Rand of the Arizona Chapter] from the 2018 National was the basis of the meeting 

seminar which included 133 slides of excellent pictures to demonstrate changes from 

1963 - 1967. In preparation, I made enhancements to the slides to point out specific 

talking points and added numbers at the bottom of the slides. Participants were 

encouraged to take note of any slides they wished to ask questions about at the end of 

the presentation. Don Hooper, KC Strawmyre, Gary Craig and I collectively answered the 

questions.  

Thanks to Don Hooper, Ed Szeliga, and Rick Coker (Indiana Chapter) for their 

participation scrutinizing the accuracy of the presentation material and their time helping 

me test it. For those who attended, I greatly appreciate the numerous emails of 

appreciation and the requests for a copy of the presentation. Personally, this was an 

opportunity for me to learn the chassis history moving into the C3 generation which is 

my favorite body-style. 

MAC’s next Webex Virtual Conference Judging School on Saturday, July 18th from 10:00 

am - 11:30 am EST.  The presentation will cover the differences between Operations Tests 

and PV's.  Common failures among specific years and preparation will also be discussed. 

I encourage everyone to take part in the video conferences available through NCRS.  

Several chapters have been hosting these meetings since April and have put together 

outstanding presentations.  Listening in the comfort of your own home.... And you can 

still interact with members! Check the NCRS online Coming Events. There should be a 

subject of interest for everyone. 
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For Sale 

Virginia Year of Manufacture license plates 

The 1969 plates don’t appear to have been used. 

The “711-447” 1963 plates and the “A140-638” 1963 plates have been used.  

If you’re interested, check with the Virginia DMV to verify the set you want can be used. 

Make me an offer. Bill Sangrey Wrsangrey@embarqmail.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Free to MAC members: If you have items you’d like to sell, the MAC Website has a MAC 

Market.  Visit https://www.ncrsmac.org/MAC-Market for more details. 

 

 

  

 Commercial Advertising 

Business cards must be Yearly Single 
no larger than 2x3.5 inches Full page $250 $65 
 Half page $140 $35 
Yearly Rates: 1/4 page $75 $20 
MAC members: $20/yearly 1/16 page $50 $15 
Non-members: $30/yearly 
 

Corvette related classified ads ‘wanted’ and ‘parts for sale’ are free for MAC members 
and $10 for non-MAC NCRS members. These ads cannot be carried over to the next 
issue unless requested before the next issue deadline. 
 
Free ads should be submitted directly to the editor, 
Reese Burgoyne 
Email: Burgoynes@aol.com 
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Mid-Atlantic Chapter, National Corvette Restorers Society 

Membership Application and Renewal for the 20____ Year 

Name:  ______________________________________ Spouse:  _________________________ 

Address:  _____________________________________________________________________ 

City:  ____________________________________State:  __________ Zip +4:  _____________ 

Home Phone:  ________-________-__________     Alt/Cell:  ________-________-__________ 

NCRS # (Required):  _____________ Email Address: ___________________@_____________ 

Corvette Year(s) Currently Owned:  ________________________________________________ 

*If RENEWING or JOINING-full year (before 7/1), then Membership Dues are $25.00 

NOTE: A member of MAC must first join and have an NCRS number. 

Make your application/renewal online using the links below or 

complete and submit the above form and mail with your check. 

*If JOINING-half year (after 6/30), then Membership Dues are $15.00 

 (Do NOT use the Chapter online service if you are joining for a half-year at $15) 

 

Make check payable to: Mid-Atlantic Chapter, NCRS 

Mail form and check to: Mid-Atlantic Chapter, NCRS 

 c/o Reese Burgoyne, Membership Manager 

 7719 Middle Valley Dr 

 Springfield, VA  22153 

 

Join NCRS online at https://www.ncrs.org > Join > Membership > New NCRS Membership 

Join the Mid-Atlantic Chapter online (after obtaining an NCRS Member Number) at 

https://www.ncrs.org > Services > Join an NCRS Chapter > Mid-Atlantic Chapter 

 

Membership questions to Reese Burgoyne:  Burgoynes@aol.com or 703-455-3985 


